A detailed characterization of the high-frequency range of the fluctuation spectrum in reversed field pinch plasmas is presented, revealing a variety of new features distinct from global tearing modes and the cascade that they are thought to drive. The anisotropic broadband spectrum of the fluctuating electric field is measured. The power in the fluctuating kinetic energy ð1=2Þm i n iṼ 2 EÂB 0 , previously measured to be smaller than the magnetic energy in the tearing-mode-unstable frequency range, becomes greater than and diverges from the magnetic energy above 60-80 kHz. The lack of equipartition at high frequencies coincides with the measured signatures of the independent fluctuation activity broadly consistent with the drift-wave fluctuations. Statistical coherence measurements reveal the mode activity that is compressive with a large amplitude in the vicinity of strong density gradients and with a phase speed comparable to the electron drift speed. There is a distinct highfrequency correlation between the fluctuations of density and the parallel magnetic field. Elevated coherences associated with this fluctuation feature return more quickly after a sawtooth event than the corresponding coherences associated with tearing activity. Published by AIP Publishing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Turbulence is present in a variety of laboratory and space plasmas and provides a means by which energy deposited at one spatial scale can be transferred to other scales. Collective plasma motion with wavenumbers other than those at which energy is injected by instability are excited through nonlinear energy transfer and can contribute to particle and energy transport. In the standard view of turbulence, energy is dissipated at the smallest scales resulting in plasma heating.
In reversed field pinch (RFP) plasmas undergoing strong magnetic relaxation, energy is deposited into large-scale fluctuations by unstable tearing modes. A nonlinear energy cascade transfers the tearing-scale energy to a range of smaller scales, resulting in a broadband fluctuation power spectrum. The relaxation process happens through quasiperiodic magnetic reconnection events called sawteeth due to the temporal variation displayed in the mean-field quantities. [1] [2] [3] [4] Magnetic turbulence driven by tearing modes is a significant contributor to transport in standard RFP plasmas.
Previous detailed measurements of the magnetic turbulence in the edge region of Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) standard RFP plasmas reveal key properties of the turbulent cascade. 4 The power spectrum is anisotropic relative to the strong, mean magnetic field B 0 , with the fluctuation energy spread broadly in wavenumbers perpendicular to B 0 . This anisotropy is present for frequencies above those associated with tearing modes (%10-20 kHz) and extends beyond the ion cyclotron frequency (%600 kHz), reaching a spectral range where kinetic effects likely become important. The anisotropy suggests that the high-frequency fluctuations are associated with modes localized perpendicular to the magnetic field. Coherence and phase measurements confirm this result and indicate a standing-wave structure for these smaller-scale fluctuations that is reminiscent of collisional shear Alfv en wave and microtearing mode structures. 4 Many theoretical models and simulations, starting with Iroshnikov 5 and Kraichnan 6 and continuing to the present, [7] [8] [9] [10] treat MHD plasma turbulence as a cascade carried by Alfv enic fluctuations. The focus on Alfv enic turbulence arises in part because of the prevalence of Alfv en waves in magnetized plasmas for scales larger than an ion gyroradius. Given that magnetic turbulence in MST originates in global scales from tearing instability, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the broadband turbulence in MST is Alfv enic in character, albeit with features associated with confining geometry and magnetic configuration. A key property of an Alfv enic cascade is the equipartition of the magnetic and kinetic energy in the inertial range of the turbulence.
In this paper, we examine the electrostatic component of the turbulence to better characterize turbulent modes in MST plasmas. We show that electric field fluctuations are anisotropic and are driven in part by energy deposited into the tearing modes. Despite this, we find that the magnetic and kinetic energies in the turbulence are not in equipartition. Electric field spectra are less steep than their magnetic counterpart, which suggests the presence of an additional energy source for electric field (kinetic energy) fluctuations. Statistical analysis techniques identify a previously unobserved mode with characteristics that are consistent with general drift wave theory. Coherence and phase measurements indicate that the drift mode is compressive with a phase velocity comparable to the electron drift speed. The coherence is highest where the density gradient is largest. a) Electronic mail: dthuecks2@washcoll.edu Recently, improved theoretical understanding of drift waves in RFP plasmas has emerged through gyrokinetic modeling of less turbulent operating regimes that have greatly reduced tearing activity and improved confinement. These regimes include inductive current profile control 11 and quasisingle-helicity self-organization (quasi-single helicity and single-helical-axis states, or QSH 12 and SHAx, 13 respectively). With the reduction of tearing modes, it is important to identify other types of fluctuations and instabilities that contribute to turbulence and transport beyond that associated with tearing modes. In particular, the stability of ion-temperature-gradient (ITG), trapped-electron mode (TEM), and microtearing modes have been investigated analytically and numerically. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Comparisons of experimental measurements with comprehensive gyrokinetic models that use experimental equilibria for several of these improved-confinement cases have confirmed the presence of microtearing modes, 20 TEM, and ITG turbulence. 21 It should also be noted that many of the observed features presented in this paper are similar to features seen in the space turbulence. In particular, solar wind turbulence has been shown to be anisotropic with respect to a local magnetic field. 22, 23 Despite solar wind turbulence being primarily Alfv enic, observations have shown a small but unmistakable lack of equipartition between magnetic and kinetic fluctuation energies. [24] [25] [26] [27] Additionally, compressive wave modes (such as the slow MHD wave) contribute to solar wind turbulence and may be an important factor in explaining observed properties of the turbulent cascade. 28 As a result, the observations presented here can contribute to our understanding of turbulence observed in space and laboratory astrophysics experiments.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II will describe our experimental design. Section III will present basic characteristics of electric field fluctuations and examine energy partition between kinetic and magnetic fluctuations. Section IV presents statistical coherence measurements between fluctuating quantities that are used to identify a drift wave mode that is present at high frequencies.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The MST device produces RFP plasmas with major radius R ¼ 1.5 m and minor radius a ¼ 0.50 m. The mean, equilibrium magnetic field in an RFP plasma has very strong shear in the radial direction; the magnetic field is dominantly toroidal in the core, becomes purely poloidal at the magnetic reversal surface (at radial location r=a % 0:85 for plasmas discussed here), and acquires a small negative component in the toroidal direction in the extreme edge.
Quasi-periodic impulsive magnetic reconnection events (sawteeth) have a large influence on both plasma turbulence and mean-field dynamics. They are driven by several linearly unstable core-resonant tearing modes (with poloidal mode number m ¼ 1 and toroidal mode number n $ 2R=a) and serve as the main avenue for magnetic relaxation in RFP plasmas. During this relaxation process, nonlinear interactions energize linearly stable m ¼ 0 modes resonant at the magnetic reversal surface, stable m ¼ 1 modes with n ! 2R=a, and stable m ! 2 modes with jnj ) 2R=a. 29 These interactions are responsible for the creation of a mean-field dynamo emf that regulates the current density profile as well as an energy cascade to small-scale structures.
Measurements of plasma turbulence reported here were obtained with insertable probes in the edge region of lowcurrent (I p % 200 kA) discharges. Probe insertion ranged from r=a ¼ 0:77 (inside the magnetic reversal surface) out to the chamber wall at r=a ¼ 1:0. Typical local plasma parameters are density n e $ 1-5 Â 10 12 cm
À3
, temperatures T e $ T i 50 eV, and volume-average mean magnetic field jB 0 j % 1100 G. The probes incorporated multiple surface electrodes and internal three-dimensional _ B-cubes, allowing simultaneous measurements of the floating potential V f , ion saturation current J s , electric field E, and magnetic field B, in close spatial proximity. Signals from these probes were digitized at 6 MHz, and the analysis was limited to data taken during the plasma current flattop in the timescale 20 ms-38 ms ( Fig. 1(a) ). The temporal behavior of fluctuations is examined with respect to the sawtooth cycle (seen most clearly in Fig. 1 (b)), with datasets from several sawteeth in multiple shots sliced into short time series centered around the sawtooth crash. Sawtooth behavior is most evident in hB T i, the toroidal magnetic field averaged over the poloidal cross section. The small box in (b) represents the plot region presented in (c), which provides a zoomed view of two sawtooth cycles. Thẽ V f series associated with these two sawtooth events is shown in (d). The blue and red shaded regions in (c) and (d) show how the labels "between" and "during" sawteeth are defined for a given sawtooth event; "between" (blue) represents data averaged in a window from 1.25 ms to 1.0 ms before a sawtooth crash and "during" (red) represents data averaged over a window of 0.25 ms spanning a sawtooth crash.
that sawtooth ensembles constructed in this way approximate spatial averages over magnetic flux surfaces.
Measurements of the equilibrium magnetic field were acquired from a subset of _ B-cubes using analog integrators with the bandwidth 250 kHz. For measuring the highfrequency fluctuations, the magnetic signals from the remaining _ B-cubes were differentially amplified with the bandwidth 3 MHz. Electrode-based signals were measured using isolation amplifiers, and all measurements had a bandwidth of at least 1 MHz. When measuring the ion saturation current for plasma density, electrode pairs were used as double Langmuir probes with a 200 V bias potential between electrodes, approximately four times greater than the local T e .
Conventional FFT-based techniques were used to produce auto-and cross-power fluctuation spectral densities, coherences, and phase differences between measured quantities as a function of frequency. An extension of a two-point correlation technique 30 was used to estimate the twodimensional power spectral density S E ðk p ; k t Þ of the electric field fluctuations, where k p and k t represent poloidal and toroidal wavenumbers, respectively. Three V f measurements in an "L"-shaped configuration (spaced poloidally and toroidally) were used to estimate S E ðk p ; k t Þ using the relationship Eðk; xÞ % ÀikV f ðk; xÞ. From S E ðk p ; k t Þ, one-dimensional power spectral densities of electric field fluctuations were found by integrating with respect to the second wavenumber. A further extension to this technique allowed coherences as a function of frequency and wavenumber to be measured. The two-point correlation technique and associated extensions are described in an appendix in the supplementary material.
III. ELECTRIC FIELD SPECTRA AND ENERGY PARTITION
The power spectral densities S E ðxÞ and S E ðk ? Þ associated with the electric field fluctuations are shown in Fig. 2 , where x is the wave frequency and k ? is the wavenumber perpendicular to the local mean magnetic field. A broadband spectrum is observed in both plots. The rise and fall of the power spectrum through a sawtooth cycle provides evidence for a connection between the tearing magnetic reconnection and electric field fluctuations. In Fig. 2 , "Between" represents data averaged in a window from 1.25 ms to 1.0 ms before a sawtooth crash, and "During" represents data averaged over a window of 0.25 ms centered on a sawtooth crash (as illustrated in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) ). This rise and fall seen across all frequencies and a broad range of wavenumbers has been observed in magnetic fluctuations by Ren et al. 4 and is evocative of a nonlinear energy cascade as described by Sarff et al. 31 as well as the presence of a coupling mechanism between magnetic and electric field fluctuations. Figure  3 shows a scaling that corresponds to a power law k Àa with a ¼ 1:5560:15. This spectral index is roughly consistent with solar wind results, though this fit is performed over less than an order of magnitude in wavenumbers and is unable to distinguish between Kolmogorov (5/3) and Kraichnan (3/2) scalings. 6, 24, 32 Electric field fluctuations exhibit strong wavevector anisotropy as seen in the two-dimensional power spectral densities in Fig. 4 . The electric field fluctuation anisotropy is very narrow and remains aligned along a direction perpendicular to B 0 , even as the field direction changes with the radial location. (The solid black lines in Fig. 4 identify k Á B 0 ¼ 0.) These observations imply a relatively short coherence length associated with the electric field fluctuations, very similar to previous measurements for highfrequency magnetic fluctuations where short radial coherence lengths were explicitly measured. 4 One difference that has been observed for the anisotropic electric field fluctuations as compared with the anisotropy of the magnetic fluctuations is that the electric field anisotropy persists at low 2017) (tearing mode) frequencies, likely indicating that the radial coherence lengths of electric field fluctuations at these scales are shorter than those associated with the global tearing mode structure. 1, 4 It also appears from Fig. 4 that the width of the toroidal mode number spectrum (i.e., the extent of the strong signal along the solid black line) becomes smaller for inner radii, while this quantity shows little change in the magnetic fluctuation spectrum.
The electric field fluctuations are associated with E Â B 0 flow, allowing evaluation of the turbulent kinetic energy usingẼ r ;Ẽ t , and B 0p (since B 0p ) B 0t ; B 0r ). The energy density contained in magnetic and kinetic fluctuations are directly compared in Fig. 5 , which reveals a lack of energy equipartition. At low frequencies, the magnetic energy dominates the power spectrum, as expected, for global tearing modes. The slopes of the two spectra are quite different with increasing frequency, and the kinetic energy becomes dominant near 60 kHz. The cross-over frequency depends on the local plasma density, and while the local value n e % 2 Â 10 12 cm
À3 measured with a triple Langmuir probe is used here, there is some uncertainty in the cross-over frequency because the density gradient scale length in the edge region is comparable to the radial coherence length of the fluctuations. The lack of energy equipartition at larger frequencies suggests the emergence of non-Alfv enic modes at small scale, which is discussed in Section IV. FIG. 4 . Plots of S E ðk p ; k t Þ reveal that electric field fluctuations are strongly anisotropic. Power is spread broadly in a direction perpendicular to the local mean magnetic field (the solid black line identifies k Á B ¼ 0), while it is spread narrowly in the parallel direction. Panels (a)-(c) were measured at r=a ¼ 0:94 and show that this anisotropy is present at frequencies associated with the tearing mode activity (5 kHz-20 kHz), frequencies where Alfv en activity is most likely (50 kHz-200 kHz), and frequencies near the ion cyclotron frequency (400 kHz-800 kHz). Panels (d)-(f) (which include frequencies above 5 kHz) show that this anisotropy tracks the mean magnetic field direction as it changes with radial location, indicating a short radial coherence length for electric field fluctuations. In (a)-(c), each spectrum has been normalized to its peak value. In (d)-(f), each spectrum has been normalized to the overall maximum value. 
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The prevalence of Alfv en waves in magnetized plasmas for frequencies below the ion cyclotron frequency make them a natural choice for describing the nature of MHD turbulence, 5, 6 and energy equipartition is intrinsic to Alfv en models of turbulence. Nevertheless, a small but unmistakable lack of equipartition between magnetic and kinetic fluctuation energies has been observed in solar wind turbulence, [24] [25] [26] [27] despite the Alfv enic nature of these fluctuations. These measurements of solar wind turbulence show that magnetic spectra are somewhat steeper than kinetic spectra. This is the same trend observed in MST plasmas, although the difference between spectral indices in the solar wind is in the order of 10%, whereas here, it is roughly a factor of two. The degree of equipartition violation is characterized by the residual energy E r ðkÞ ¼ E v ðkÞ À E b ðkÞ, i.e., the difference in energies for kinetic E v ðkÞ and magnetic E b ðkÞ fluctuations, and is a current topic of theoretical research. 27 
IV. STATISTICAL COHERENCE MEASUREMENTS
Statistical analysis of the measured electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations reveals distinguishing characteristics of the waves or instabilities in the broadband turbulence. These characteristics suggest that drift waves may be excited in the turbulence, either by coupling to the tearing-driven cascade or through instability. Figure 6 shows the coherence and cross phase between electron density fluctuations,ñ e , and floating potential fluctuations,Ṽ f . Two features stand out in the coherence spectrum. The low frequency feature from 5 to 20 kHz is associated with the dominant tearing modes. A second feature has its peak near 80 kHz and extends over several hundred kHz. Figure 6 (b) reveals a cross phase betweenñ e andṼ f that is near zero in this higher frequency range. The amplitudes of V f and n e fluctuations have been compared, revealing that ðeṼ f =k B T e Þ=ðñ e =n e Þ % 0:8 for these high frequency fluctuations (signals were filtered with f ! 60 kHz), are consistent with drift wave theory (whereñ e =n e ! eṼ f =k B T e is expected 33 ). The same two coherence features visible in Fig. 6(a) are also present in the coherence of magnetic field components with bothṼ f andñ e , as seen in Figs. 7 and 8 , respectively. While the low-frequency feature associated with the tearing modes is always present, the high-frequency peak is present in correlations involvingB jj but notB ? . The elevated coherence betweenñ e andB jj suggests a compressive nature for the high frequency fluctuations and this is further supported by the near-zero cross phase betweenñ e andB jj (Fig. 7(b) ). Note that, while a high-frequency peak is clearly present in coherence plots, only a slight "knee" is apparent near these frequencies in the magnetic and kinetic frequency power spectra (Fig. 5) . It was previously shown that the magnetic spectrum is well-fit by a dissipative turbulence model, so it is unclear whether the slight "knee" near 100 kHz is related As before, there is a peak in the coherence at tearing mode frequencies and a second peak (involvingB jj ) at high frequencies. Note that we have not included plots of coherences between various magnetic field components. For pairs of magnetic field components, coherence is very high for all but the highest frequencies.
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Thuecks et al. Phys. Plasmas 24, 022309 (2017) to drift wave activity or whether it might indicate onset of dissipation. 4, 34, 35 TheṼ f ;B jj coherence for the high-frequency fluctuations has radial dependence, peaking at r % 43 cm as shown in Fig. 9 . While this is near the magnetic reversal surface, the gradients in the density and temperature profiles (which are the source of free energy for drift waves) are at the maximum in this region of standard RFP plasmas. The density profile measured in similar low current plasmas is provided to illustrate this gradient. 36 Assuming that the measured quantities (such asB jj and V f ) have similar spatial structures at frequencies where the coherence is high, measurements of B jj at one location and two measurements of V f (spaced in the perpendicular direction) can be used to findṼ f ðk ? ; f Þ andB jj ðk ? ; f Þ. This then allows the coherence between the two quantities to be found in the standard way for each (k ? ; f ) bin. As this analysis results in a different level of statistical significance for each ðk ? ; f Þ bin, the coherence is normalized by its bin-specific minimum level of statistical significance to better highlight areas of strong correlation. The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 10 .
The high-frequency coherence peak is readily apparent in Fig. 10 and is associated with k ? ¼ À0:2560:10 cm À1 and f ¼ 80620 kHz. This frequency and wavenumber correspond to a wave propagating in the electron diamagnetic drift direction with a phase speed of v ph ¼ 2:0 Â 10 6 60:9 Â 10 6 cm/s, which is approximately 0:4c s % 0:01v A where v A and c s are the Alfv en and ion accoustic speeds, respectively. This is close to the expected value for drift waves v De ¼ x Ãe =k ? ¼ T e =ðeBL n Þ ¼ q s c s =L n , where x Ãe is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency. The local density-gradient-scale length is L n % 2 cm, and the ion acoustic gyroradius q s ¼ c s =x ci % q i ¼ 0:8 cm; hence, v De % 0:4c s . The temporal evolution for the sawtooth cycle is resolved using short-time Fourier transform analysis (STFT), shown in Fig. 11 for the coherence betweenṼ f andB jj as well as betweenñ e andB jj . The coherence at the tearing mode frequencies ($20 kHz) increases in advance of the sawtooth crash, subsides during the crash, and then recovers on the sawtooth period timescale, which is several ms. In contrast, the coherence for the high frequency peak $80 kHz is reduced only temporarily during the violent crash phase. FIG. 9 . The maximum coherence for f % 80 kHz betweenB jj andṼ f versus minor radius. The shape of the coherence spectrum varies modestly at different minor radii, and so its local maximum values are plotted here for simplicity. The density profile 36 is plotted to show that the coherence is highest near the toroidal field reversal surface where the density gradient is near maximum.
FIG. 10.
A two point correlation technique has been extended to provide a measurement of normalized coherence betweenṼ f andB jj as a function of frequency and perpendicular wavenumber at r=a ¼ 0:85. Using this information, the phase velocity for the peak of interest is v ph % 2 Â 10 6 cm/s in the electron diamagnetic drift direction.
FIG. 11. Time-frequency analysis of the coherence betweenB jj andṼ f (top) andñ e (bottom) reveals the temporal behavior of these coherence peaks through a sawtooth cycle. While strong coherence associated with tearing modes (near 20 kHz) takes some time to return after a sawtooth event, the high-frequency coherence peak (near 80 kHz) returns almost immediately. Measurements were collected at r=a ¼ 0:85.
In fact, after the crash, the strongest coherence occurs in this part of the frequency spectrum. This suggests that the high frequency turbulence is not simply dependent on the dynamics of the dominant tearing modes, even though the energy in the turbulence rises and falls in concert with the tearing mode amplitude.
V. DISCUSSION
The measurements described above suggest that the drift waves are an energetic component of the turbulent cascade at small scales and high frequencies. The wavelength and speed have appropriate values for drift waves, the coherence is at maximum where the gradients in density and temperature are large, and the kinetic energy begins to dominate the magnetic energy at the drift wave scale. While other wave modes have been examined, none have been identified that are consistent with the observations presented here. The slow mode, a compressive mode present in solar wind turbulence, 28 has a phase speed that is much smaller than c s when propagating perpendicular to B 0 and should show anticorrelation betweenṼ f andñ e (unlike the correlation we observe). Flow driven modes have also been considered, as sheared E Â B flow is present in MST plasmas. While an exhaustive collection of flow measurements is not available, all previous evidence has shown that conditions are not favorable for flow-driven instabilities, even when operating in modes with increased velocity shear. 37 The energy source for these drift waves is unknown. It is not clear if they are excited by nonlinear coupling to the tearing-driven Alfv enic cascade or are an independent instability. The energy in the turbulent spectrum rises and falls in concert with the sawtooth cycle, suggesting a direct connection with the dominant tearing modes, but the coherence at high frequencies is more persistent than for the tearing modes, suggesting the possibility of independent instability.
Gyrokinetic studies have been performed for improvedconfinement MST plasma equilibria, motivated by the likelihood that drift waves are important for transport when tearing is greatly reduced. 18, 19 Many of the standard drift wave modes can be unstable. Fluctuation measurements in these improved-confinement MST plasmas show clear evidence for an unstable density-gradient-driven TEM that has a density-gradient threshold and peaks in the strong gradient region of the plasma. 21 The large reduction in broadband turbulence when tearing instability is reduced makes the TEM readily visible. Gyrokinetic studies have not yet been performed for standard RFP plasma equilibria, but the gradients in the edge region are comparable to those attained in improved-confinement conditions. 38 Drift waves have been most extensively studied for low b plasmas where they are essentially electrostatic and not associated with fluctuating magnetic fields. At small finite values of b they acquire a magnetic fluctuation component mostly associated with parallel fluctuating current density, 39 resulting inB ? but notB jj . While there is a compressional mode of the drift wave withB jj ¼ k ?Ẽr =x (the coupled Alfv en-drift wave), it has a dispersion relation that leads to a wave speed much faster than observed in our experiments. 40 Gyrokinetic analysis of reconnection in the presence of gradients has led to the identification of the gradient-drivendrift-coupling (GDC) instability that accesses gradient free energy through parallel field fluctuations. 41 This instability arises in magnetic field configurations with weak or no magnetic shear and has not figured in most previous analyses of drift waves. There is evidence that it is unstable in the large plasma device. 42 While it is not likely to be unstable in the strongly-sheared RFP, it may arise as a subdominant stable mode excited by the turbulence, analogous to the subdominant microtearing mode excited in ITG turbulence. 43 The coupling of drift motions to parallel magnetic field fluctuations in the GDC instability makes it relevant to observations described above and will be investigated further. The relatively weak correlations of electrostatic fluctuations withB ? seen in MST plasmas could indicate that the perpendicular magnetic field energy is dominated by the Alfv enic component of the turbulent cascade.
VI. SUMMARY
Broadband turbulent electric field fluctuations in the edge region of standard MST plasmas have been characterized. Like magnetic fluctuations (at high frequencies), electric field turbulence is highly anisotropic with power spread broadly in a direction perpendicular to the strong guide field. Due to the sheared magnetic field profile, this anisotropy indicates a short radial coherence length associated with these fluctuations.
Magnetic field spectra are steeper than electric field spectra, with magnetic fluctuations containing more power at low frequencies, while kineticẼ Â B 0 fluctuations contain more power at high frequencies. Coherence measurements were used to examine further the geometry and properties of high-frequency modes mediating the turbulent cascade. A high-frequency peak was apparent when examining coherences betweenB jj and fluctuating electrostatic quantities,Ṽ f andñ e , indicating a mode with a compressive nature. Twopoint correlation techniques were extended to examine the frequency-wavenumber coherence measurement, allowing the phase velocity v ph % 0:4c s ( v A in the electron diamagnetic drift direction to be determined.
The observed features suggest drift waves are an energetic component of the high frequency turbulence. It is not yet clear if they are excited in a generalization of the tearing-driven Alfv enic cascade or if they reflect independent instability. The relatively weak correlations of electrostatic fluctuations withB ? could indicate that the perpendicular magnetic field energy is dominated by the Alfvènic component of the turbulent cascade. Further investigation is necessary to determine the exact type of drift wave that is present.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for all MST data shown in this paper, in addition to an appendix providing details of the two-point correlation technique and extensions discussed in this manuscript.
